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MARKET ATTRACTIVENESS
INTEREST OF HOTEL OPERATORS IN MAJOR HOTEL MARKETS (TURKEY – 2021)
Please rate your interest in the following top-20 hotel markets?
(1 - no interest / 2 - low interest / 3 - moderate interest / 4 - high interest / 5 - very high interest)

İSTANBUL
ANTALYA
İZMIR
ANKARA
BURSA
ESKIŞEHIR
ADANA
MERSIN
TRABZON
KAYSERI
GAZIANTEP
ŞANLIURFA
KONYA
DENIZLI
SAMSUN
DIYARBAKIR
MALATYA
ERZURUM
ADAPAZARI
KAHRAMANMARAŞ

4,79
4,29

o The top-5 most attractive urban markets in Turkey are Istanbul,
Antalya, Izmir, Ankara, and Bursa.
o

However, only Istanbul, as Turkey’s key cultural and historical hub,
reached a higher rating than the key seaside tourism destinations
including the Aegean Sea Riviera (4.7) and Turkish Mediterranean
Riviera (4.6). Also, Cappadocia recorded a high attractiveness
rating (4.1), confirming the strong interest among operators to
expand their footprint into Turkish leisure destinations.

o

Antalya and Izmir, being the 2nd and 3rd most attractive urban
markets, benefit from being also the main gateway cities to the
above most popular seaside destinations in Turkey.

o

Despite the moderate rating of some smaller regional cities, several
respondents still expressed high interest in Samsun, Diyarbakir,
Malatya, Erzurum, Adapazari and Kahramanmaraş.

o

Among smaller cities* (with an urban population of < 1M), the top-5
markets are Eskisehir, Trabzon, Sanliurfa, Denizli and Samsun.

4,07
3,86
3,86
3,21
3,00
3,00
2,86

2,79
2,79
2,79
2,71
2,64
2,57

2,57
2,57
2,50
2,50
2,14
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*Results rounded to two digits

*listed in this survey
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MARKET ATTRACTIVENESS
INTEREST OF HOTEL OPERATORS IN MAJOR TURKISH TOURISM DESTINATIONS (TURKEY – 2021)
Please rate your current interest in the following Turkish tourism destinations
(1 - no interest / 2 - low interest / 3 - moderate interest / 4 - high interest / 5 - very high interest)

TURKISH AEGEAN
RIVIERA

o

As already mentioned, the southern-coast regions of the Aegean
and Mediterranean riviera are rated to be the most attractive
tourism destinations for hotel operators.

o

Despite the moderate average rating of the Marmara and Black
sea, there were still several respondents of the survey that
expressed high interest in these markets, in particular major
international operators.

4,57

4,07

CAPPADOCIA

TURKISH SKI
RESORTS

RESORT AREAS
ON BLACK SEA

The survey respondents gave above-average attractiveness
ratings to all major leisure destinations in Turkey.

4,71

TURKISH
MEDITERRANEAN
RIVIERA

RESORT AREAS
IN SEA OF
MARMARA

o

3,21

2,93

2,86
*Results rounded to two digits
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ENVIRONMENTAL CONSIDERATIONS
INCENTIVES OFFERED BY OPERATORS (TURKEY – 2021)
QUESTION: For hotel properties that have high environmental rating/certification (for example BREAM, LEED, etc.), are you willing to
provide more favorable commercial terms?
Yes
WAVING TECHNICAL DEVELOPMENT SERVICES FEES

9%

LOWER FEES

10%

MORE KEY MONEY

10%

27%
10%

10%

20%

Very likely

Likely

27%
30%
40%

Unlikely

No

36%
40%
30%

Note: 26% of respondents indicated that the above question was not applicable. This is most likely due to their focus on lease contracts only.

o

The survey results indicate that some operators are willing to offer better commercial terms when it comes to
sustainable hotels. Waving technical development services fees seems to be the primary incentive, with 36% of surveyed
operators stating that they are very likely or likely to offer this for properties with high environmental ratings.

o

Moreover, 30% of respondents stated they are willing, very likely or likely to offer lower management or franchise fees,
while there are also 30% of operators that are likely or very likely to offer more key money, for buildings with higher
environmental ratings.
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TRENDS IN LEASE CONTRACTS
TYPE OF CONTRACT & WILLINGNESS TO OFFER (TURKEY – 2021)
QUESTION: Please indicate how COVID-19 has impacted your attitude towards leasing.
Offering more

Offering the same

HYBRID LEASES (FIXED + VARIABLE
COMPONENTS)

36%

VARIABLE LEASES

FIXED LEASES

Offering less

21%

7%

7%

14%

21%

7%

14%

Stopped offering

7%

Never Option/ Not Applicable

50%

57%

57%

o Almost 40% of the surveyed operators in the Turkey region engage in leases, and only 7-14% stopped offering some
form of these contracts due to COVID-19.
o Nevertheless, operators seem to be more cautious, shifting towards hybrid or variable leases (offered more by 36%
and 21% of respondents, respectively).
o Fixed leases are clearly on the decline, with 35% of respondents either offering less this type of contract or removing it
from their considerations altogether.
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RECOVERY EXPECTATIONS

BY MARKET TYPE (TURKEY – 2021)

QUESTION: By when will market RevPAR performance recover (reaching similar level
as in 2019)?

% of Respondents
Market

2022 2023 2024 2025 > 2025 Average
##### ##### ##### ##### 2026.00

Istanbul

50%

29%

21%

0%

0%

2022.7

Other Major cities

21%

43%

36%

0%

0%

2023.1

Regional cities

7%

50%

36%

7%

0%

2023.4

Coastal/resorts

43%

43%

7%

0%

7%

2022.9

Market

% of Respondents - Cummulative
2022
2025
2022 2023
2023 2024
2024 2025
2025 >2026

Rank

Istanbul

50%

79%

100% 100%

100%

1

Other Major cities

21%

64%

100% 100%

100%

3

Regional cities

7%

57%

93%

100%

100%

4

Coastal/resorts

43%

86%

93%

93%

100%

2
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o The majority of surveyed operators expect all hotel markets
in Turkey to fully recover by 2024.
o Compared to most other major European cities, Istanbul is
anticipated to recover relatively fast, with more than 50%
of respondents expecting this leading destination to return
to 2019 performance already in 2022.
o Coastal and other resort destinations are also expected to
reach pre-COVID performance levels relatively soon, with
most respondents predicting this to occur between 2022 and
2023.
o While the reminder of urban markets in Turkey is expected
to see a somewhat slower recovery, most respondents still
anticipate that these cities will achieve pre-pandemic
performance levels in early 2023.
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COVID-19 IMPACT
PROJECTS ON HOLD & DELAYS (TURKEY – 2021)

What percentage of your pipeline projects are currently delayed or placed on hold?
% of pipeline Delayed

15%

8%

1-10%

15%

20-30%

o

Nevertheless, only a minor proportion of the hotel
projects entirely stopped (being on hold), with most
respondents (85%) suggesting this applies to less than
10% of their pipeline.

o

In case of project delays, these are expected to be
primarily less than one year (according to 82% of
respondents), and no delay is anticipated to be beyond
two years.

0%
1-10%
10-20%

15%

20-30%

30-40%

8%

While most projects are continuing ahead, 85% of
surveyed operators indicated that some of their
pipeline projects are delayed. This is expected to slow
down the supply growth, which should help the hotel
markets to recover.

8%

15%
0%
10-20%

o

% of Pipeline Placed on hold

40-50%

31%

>50%

30-40%

54%

40-50%
>50%

31%

Of those projects which are delayed please confirm the average
period of delay
1-6 months
6-12 months
12-18 months
18-24 months
24 months and more

% of Respondents*
18%
64%
9%
9%
0%

Note:
ON HOLD – the project stopped
DELAYED – the project continues but the completion is expected later than initially planned
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COVID-19 IMPACT
DRIVERS OF PROJECT DELAYS (TURKEY – 2021)
QUESTION: If deals were delayed or did not proceed during the COVID-19 period,
what were the reasons?

33%

INCREASING DEVELOPMENT COSTS

ISSUES WITH EQUITY FUNDING

27%

ISSUES WITH DEBT FUNDING

27%

ALTERNATIVE USES HAVE BECOME
MORE VIABLE

7%

COMMERCIAL TERMS HAVE BECOME
UNVIABLE

7%

THE OVERALL PROJECT IS NO LONGER
FEASIBLE

0%
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o Rising development costs are said to be the main reasons
for project delays and cancellations, according to 33% of
respondents.
o The funding challenges remain both within the dept and
equity parts of the capital stack, accounting for a
combined 54% of justifications for project delays.
o The surveyed operators (14%) also mentioned delaying or
stopping projects because alternative uses have become
more viable or because initial commercial terms have
become unviable.

*Results rounded to the nearest
whole number
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COVID-19 IMPACT
TRENDS IN COMMERCIAL TERMS (TURKEY – 2021)
QUESTION: Are you experiencing any of the following trends in your key deal terms
for new contracts and renewals due to COVID-19?

Due to COVID-19, the surveyed operators seem to be
more risk-averse and try to mitigate their future
exposure, primarily by including pandemic clauses
(60%) but also withdrawing operating guarantees
(33%).

o

It is not surprising that the reducing commitments by
operators are also associated with a trend of declining
fees (less risk = less reward) with 75% of respondents
confirming this trend.

o

Furthermore, the survey also indicates other financial
and non-monetary incentives to compensate owners for
the shifting risks, such as shortening contract terms,
more flexible termination provisions and increasing key
money.

o

Interestingly, 33% of surveyed operators in Turkey are
reporting a trend of ESG related clauses in their
contracts, which is relatively low compared to other
regions in Europe.

75%

REDUCING FEES

73%

SHORTENING TERM

MORE FLEXIBLE TERMINATION
PROVISIONS

64%

INCREASING KEY MONEY PROVISIONS

60%

INCLUSION OF A PANDEMIC CLAUSE

60%

INCLUSION OF ESG RELATED
CLAUSES

33%

WITHDRAWING OPERATING
GUARANTEES

33%
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o

*Operators
experiencing trends
in key deal terms for
new contracts and
renewals due to
COVID-19 for either
management or
franchise or both.
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MARKET ATTRACTIVENESS
INTEREST OF HOTEL OPERATORS IN MAJOR HOTEL MARKETS
İstanbul

85.7%

0.0%

0.0%

7.1%

o Istanbul is considered both the most attractive urban
market and overall destination in the Turkish market,
with over 92% of operators being highly or very
highly interested in expanding there.

7.1%

o While the Turkish Mediterranean Riviera ranked
second in terms of attractiveness of tourism
destination, 85.7% of operators expressed high or
very high interest in this market.
Turkish Mediterranean Riviera

0.0%

7.1%

78.6%

7.1%
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7.1%

o Surveyed operators also cited other regional
destinations in Turkey as their target markets,
including the popular resort destination Bodrum,
historical city Mardin or seaport Canakkale, the
nearest major urban centre to the ancient city of Troy.
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ABOUT THE SURVEY
TURKEY 2021
o Conducted in Q4 2021
o The survey was completed by senior executives representing over 14 international and regional operators with
existing presence or interest to enter Turkey
o The interviewed operators represent over 345 hotels with over 62,200 rooms already operating in the Turkey region,
with an additional 109 proposed hotels comprising over 17,500 rooms in the pipeline
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